Here is a quick way to find out “the best” here in Las Vegas:

https://bestoflasvegas.com

Foremost...learn to say the name of our state properly. This will certainly save you some grief from the locals. It is “Nev-AD-a” not “Nev-AH-da”. As soon as you have your Nevada ID start asking around for all the locals discounts.

If you’re like most residents, the thrill of “the Strip” will linger and you will discover that there is so much more to Las Vegas than what the tourists know. Most people know our city for the touristy areas such as the Strip and our famous downtown area. Did you know we also have downhill snow skiing up at Mt Charleston, incredible camping and water activities out at Lake Mead, and breathtaking hiking opportunities all around Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area? You’ll be surprised to find out what all the Las Vegas Valley offers.

**The Pros of Living in Las Vegas**
- Great Base for the Outdoors
- So Many National Parks Close By
- Low Cost of Living
- Traffic & Parking
- The Airport is Great
- Convenience to Big Box Brands
- Access to Nationwide Popular Food Spots
- Always Something to Do 24/7
- Great Weather Most of the Year
- No Mosquitos
- The City is Fairly Diverse

**The Cons of Living in Las Vegas**
- Summer
- There Are No Seasons
- Not a Delta Hub
- Lack of Greenery
- It’s Really Dry and the Desert Can Age You
- Scorpion Infestations
- It’s Not a Trendsetting City
- Lack of Good Farmer’s Markets
- No Public Transportation
- Not a Sports City…
- It’s a Transient City
- You Get Spoiled Driving